
 

 

Marlborough St Mary’s Primary School 

Year 6 Home Learning – Friday 8th January 

 

Daily Learning  

 Please continue to use your spelling strategies (located on inside covers of spelling books) to 

practise your spellings. You could revise all spellings from the year so far!  

 Please use this time to read as much as possible! We would love to hear about the books you 

have read. Write a book review; this could be hand written, typed or you could even pin one to a 

book on the Reading Cloud.  

 Continue to play Times Tables Rock Stars or mathletics as much as possible. Can you improve 

your speed of recall?   

 

Completing home learning 

 You can complete your home learning tasks in your spelling homework book or you can complete it 

electronically (PowerPoint, Word, Scans of work) and email it to your class email address. 

(heronclass@marlboroughstmarys.wilts.sch.uk kingfisherclass@marlboroughstmarys.wilts.sch.uk) 

 

English 

 Can you recall the advanced punctuation we looked at yesterday? You may wish to go back 

over your examples before you start today’s task. 

 Look at how the advanced punctuation has been used in the sentence below. 

E.g.  

A volcano is a mountain that opens downward to a pool of molten rock  

     (below the surface of the earth).When pressure builds up, it can cause eruptions:        

     lateral blasts, lava flows, hot ash flows, mudslides, avalanches, falling ash and floods. 

 Can you use advanced punctuation to combine the following into one or two sentences? 

 

Another easily recognized type of volcano is the "cinder cone."  

 

These volcanoes consist almost entirely of loose, grainy cinders and almost no lava.  

 

They are small volcanoes, usually only about a mile across and up to about a thousand feet 

high.  

 

They have very steep sides and usually have a small crater on top. 

 

 Look at the five interesting ideas you recorded on Day 1. Can you create five (separate) 

sentences using advanced punctuation from them? You may wish to refer back to the 

report given if you need further information to develop your sentences. 

 

Maths 

 We are going to continue with our learning of adding fractions! 
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 The key concept we learned yesterday was that each fraction must be over a common 

denominator to add them. We can use tables knowledge to help us find the common 

denominator and images can help us too. You may want to look over yesterday’s models and 

any feedback on your work before you begin today’s task. 

 You are all expected to complete ‘Do it’. Most of you will be able to complete ‘Secure it’. 

 

 Extension if needed: Deepen it 

 

 

Topic 

 What do you know about mountains and how they are formed? Do you know any mountains in 

the UK? 

 Let’s find out some more! Watch the clip to learn more. There is also more information 

beneath the clip. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z849q6f/articles/z4g3qp3 

 Can you create a fact file about four mountains in the UK? You could select the tallest 

mountain for each country of the United Kingdom (which you explored yesterday). In your 

fact file you should include where they are found, the name of the mountain range they 

belong to and how tall they are. You may wish to include a map of the UK to show their 

location and you can make your own choices about other information you wish to include. 

 

Other 

 Joe Wicks online PE sessions will begin again next week! Today you need to spend at 

least 30 minutes completing some exercise. You could make your own routine or go for a 

walk with your family or complete a sporting activity in the garden! Let us know what you 

did! 

Prove the questions you find are 

correct. 

Find at least 5 solutions. 
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